
M    RNING BULLS & BEARS

Dow futures are down 207 points at 35,604 and Crude Oil is down 2.46 cents at 76.55.

U.S. stock futures were mostly lower on Friday, with blue-chip stocks poised to extend Thursday's losses, as 
growing concerns over nationwide COVID-19 lockdowns in Europe raised fears about new restrictions beyond the 
continent. Dow and S&P 500 contracts surrendered early gains after the Austrian government announced a full 
lockdown starting on Monday, in response to cases of COVID-19 surging in Europe. The lockdown will include 
both those vaccinated and unvaccinated, it will last for 10 days minimum, but could be extended for 10 days 
further.
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T-Storm Weather Summary: In Argentina, below-normal rainfall remains probable over the next 14 days as areas of high pressure limit opportunities 
and keep humidities low, but some t-storms around Tuesday and Friday should limit drying as cool fronts pass, and topsoil moisture is adequate to 
moist. Southern Brazil and Paraguay will also be drier than normal with most t-storms probably limited to Thu.-Fri. over the next 14 days when a cool 
front interacts with a muggy air mass, potentially leaving December rainfall important (especially for first-corn in Rio Grande do Sul). Central and 
northern Brazil stay stormy, keeping ~50% and ~60% of Brazil’s first-corn and soybeans moist.

There were no USDA daily export sales notices

Conference Call Notes: Markets are lower across the board after starting the night session on a stronger note. $6 cash corn offers are plentiful and with 
December corn turning lower, farmers are not in a hurry to chase a lower futures market. This should lend to continued basis strength. Energy markets 
are $8 off of their highs. Possibly a short term headwind for commodity markets. DDGS are backing up at ethanol plants. Strong run rates, poor turn 
times and slow unload pace at destinations are creating excess inventories.

Dalian soybean, soymeal, soyoil, palmoil, rapeoil, corn higher. China/US talking releasing Crude reserves. Corn futures may be in a 5.40-6.00 range until 
more is known about US export demand and SA weather. Argentina increasing corn export licenses from 38 mm to 42. SF found resistance near 13.00. 
12.50 is key support. Soybean supported by positive US crush margins. Market still concerned long term about slow US export shipping pace and talk 
US carryout closer to 500. Matif rapeseed continues lower. KC wheat mixed. Canada rail blockage to Vancouver could increase US imports. Dry US 
spring supportive. Matif wheat futures higher. Large March wheat call traded at $320. Equals $368 fob vs Russia $355. World wheat buyers short buying 
only hand to mouth. No 2022 coverage. Russia price forecast higher. Australia wheat futures higher on quality worries.

The Buenos Aires Grain Exchange releases weekly report on website. 2021-22 Soybean planting advances to 28.6% complete from 18.8% in previous week. 
Planting area held at 16.5m ha, Corn planted est. held at 7.1m ha

IGC Cuts Global Wheat Stockpile and Production Estimates
Global wheat stockpiles in the 2021-22 season are now seen at 274m tons, down from an October estimate of 276m tons, the London-based International Grains 
Council said Thursday in a report. 
• Inventories in major exporters could be at a nine-year low, it said
• Wheat production estimate was lowered to 777m tons, from 781m tons
• Corn stockpiles estimate was raised to 287m tons, from 285m tons, and the production outlook was also increased

EPA’s Biofuel-Blending Delay Denies Clarity, Refiners Say
Refiners said the Biden administration’s decision to give them more time to prove they have fulfilled biofuel-blending requirements doesn’t provide enough 
clarity on the quotas themselves.  “The extension is an indication that EPA is likely to use actual consumption for 2021” when it sets targets, said PBF Energy 
Inc.spokesman Michael C. Karlovich. NOTE: EPA’s proposal gives refineries more time to submit proof they have hit annual 2019, 2020 and 2021 targets via 
renewable identification numbers, tradeable credits that track blending, but the agency has not yet proposed blending targets for 2021. “Clarity about future 
obligations is needed in order for facilities to align around their individual compliance strategies,” but it’s important to realize “biofuel blending takes place in real 
time as gasoline and diesel are produced and sold throughout the year,” the American Fuel and Petrochemical Manufacturers said in an emailed statement. 
Biofuel producers faulted the EPA plan and called on the agency to immediately set the 2021 and 2022 targets. “There’s no good reason for EPA to kick the can 
down the road again, which only adds uncertainty and instability to the marketplace,” said Geoff Cooper, chief executive of the Renewable Fuels Association 
“We had hoped things would be different under this administration, but EPA continues to miss its deadlines and create confusion in the marketplace,” Cooper 
said

Storms at Canada’s Biggest Port Strand Grain in Prairies 
• Flooding has blocked rail access to Port of Vancouver
• Grain companies look at declaring force majeure amid delays
Mountains of wheat and canola are stranded in Canada after storms blocked access to the Port of Vancouver during peak shipping season.
There’s no rail access to Canada’a biggest port after days of torrential rain and landslides. About 20 vessels are waiting for deliveries, while a couple hundred 
thousand tons of grain are stuck in transit, according to Quorum, a company that monitors Canada’s grain transportation system.
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